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Superconductivity in La3Rh2Ge2 and La3Pt2Ge2
D. X. Li, S. Nimori, Y. Shiokawa, Y. Haga, T. D. Matsuda, S. Ikeda, and Y. Onuki
Abstract—Magnetic and electrical transport measurements are
reported for two La-based ternary germanides La3Pt2Ge2 and
La3Rh2Ge2. The former was found to be a new superconducting
material with a critical temperature = 2 8 K, and the latter
exhibits a type-II superconducting transition at = 3 6 K in
agreement with data reported recently. For both samples, detail
measurements of magnetization in various temperatures and ac
susceptibility in various applied magnetic fields were preformed.
A number of the relevant parameters were estimated using these
data.
Index Terms—Critical field, critical temperature, La3Pt2Ge2
and La3Rh2Ge2, type-II superconductor.
I. INTRODUCTION
T ERNARY rare-earth compounds with the general formula( , ,
) were discovered before twenty
years ago [1]. Rh Ge crystallizing in the La Ni Ga -type
orthorhombic structure (space group Pbcm) [2] is a typical
series among them. These compounds, to the best of our
knowledge, are studied up to date only for Ce Rh Ge and
La Rh Ge with respect to their physical behavior [3], [4]. The
former was reported to be a magnetically ordered dense Kondo
system with antiferromagnetic transition at K.
The latter was found to have a transition from the metallic
conductivity state to a superconductivity state at K,
which hitherto is the highest value of in the La-Rh-based
binary and ternary superconductors as well as in the La-based
superconducting germanides discovered (see [3] and references
therein). We are thus interested in the superconductive features
of this material and have made a systematic investigation on it
by dc magnetization, ac susceptibility and electrical resistivity
measurements. As new results, in this paper we estimate the
lower critical field, upper critical field, coherence length,
penetration depth and Ginzburg-Landau parameter as well as
their temperature dependences for polycrystalline La Rh Ge .
In addition, substituting Rh with Pt in La Rh Ge , we found
that La Pt Ge becomes superconducting at K. It is a
new type-II superconducting material in 3 : 2 : 2 systems with
an undetermined crystal structure different from that found for
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La Rh Ge . Physical property measurements and analyses are
also performed on this system as in the case of La Rh Ge .
II. EXPERIMENT
The polycrystalline samples of La Rh Ge and La Pt Ge
were prepared by melting appropriate amounts of the con-
stituent elements with high-purity (La: 3N, Rh: 4N and Ge:
5N) in an arc furnace under argon atmosphere. The samples
were then wrapped in tantalum foils and annealed in evacuated
silica tubes at 800 C for two weeks. X-ray powder diffraction
was performed at room temperature with Cu radiation.
From the x-ray diffraction patterns, the La Rh Ge sample
was found to be almost single-phased with the orthorhombic
La Ni Ga -type structure (space group Pbcm), while the
sample of La Pt Ge crystallizes in an undetermined crystal
structure different from that found for La Rh Ge . The samples
used in the experiments are small pieces cut from the annealed
buttons. The ac susceptibility and dc magnetization
were measured using a Quantum Design supercon-
ducting quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometer.
The electrical resistivity measurements were performed
using a standard four-terminal dc method.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Low-temperature magnetic susceptibility measurements on
La Rh Ge and La Pt Ge measured in the zero-field cooling
(ZFC) mode and in the field-cooling (FC) mode are shown in
Fig. 1. The ZFC magnetization in an applied field of 10 Oe re-
veals an onset of strong diamagnetism below about 3.6 K for
La Rh Ge and below about 2.8 K for La Pt Ge , character-
istic of the superconducting states. The divergence of ZFC and
FC curves is a typical behavior expected for type-II supercon-
ductors. Characteristic superconductivity features are evident
also from the electrical resistivity measurements. As shown in
Fig. 2, of La Rh Ge and La Pt Ge exhibits a sharp drop
to zero at and 2.8 K, respectively, where the onset of
diamagnetism occurs (see Fig. 1). In this work the critical tem-
perature is defined as midpoint of the transition curve
(see the insets of Fig. 2). With increasing the temperature,
jumps from zero to about 70 cm for La Rh Ge and to about
130 cm for La Pt Ge at the temperatures just above their
respective , and then increases in a nonlinear manner
for both samples. Such a concave curvature in , accompa-
nied by large absolute resistivity values is usually explained as
the spin fluctuations in itinerant systems [5]. Kaczorowski et al.
explained the spin fluctuation in La Rh Ge to be due to the
specific behavior of electrons of rhodium and possibly
electrons of lanthanum [3].
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Fig. 1. Low-temperature magnetic susceptibilities of La Rh Ge and
La Pt Ge measured in the zero-field cooling (ZFC) mode and in the
field-cooling (FC) mode.
The applied magnetic field dependence of the magnetization
measured at 1.72 K gives further evidence for the existence of
superconductivity in these two compounds. As illustrated in the
insets of Fig. 3, the hysteresis loop is typical of that of type-II
superconductors with the lower critical field and 21
Oe at 1.72 K for Rh and Pt compounds, respectively, where
is roughly estimated from the field at which magnetization de-
viates from its initial linear field dependence. It is evident from
Fig. 3 that the value of decreases with increasing the tem-
perature. The data are used to calculate the coherence length,
penetration depth and Ginzburg-Landau parameter as described
in the follows. In order to determine the value of upper crit-
ical field , ac susceptibilities of La Rh Ge and La Pt Ge
were measured as a function of temperature under an ac mag-
netic field with amplitude of 1 Oe and frequency of 10 Hz. The
results of the in-phase component of the ac susceptibility in
various dc magnetic fields are illustrated in Fig. 4. shows a
clear diamagnetic response in the superconducting states sim-
ilar to the dc susceptibility measurements. We determined the
upper critical field as the point in the curve, where
becomes to negative.
Fig. 5 shows the temperature dependences of lower critical
field and upper critical field for La Rh Ge and
La Pt Ge , obtained from the data shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4,
respectively. From these data a number of relevant parameters
is derived. At K, and 0.021 kOe, and
Fig. 2. Temperature dependences of the electrical resistivity of La Rh Ge
and La Pt Ge . The insets show the data of (T ) in the vicinity of
superconducting transition temperature T .
and 1.875 kOe are obtained for La Rh Ge and
La Pt Ge , respectively. Using the relations
(1)
(2)
the coherence length , penetration depth and Ginzburg-
Landau parameter can be estimated, yielding
nm, nm and for La Rh Ge ,
and nm, nm and for La Pt Ge ,
where G cm is the flux quantum. The
thermodynamic critical fields inferred from
(3)
are and 0.130 kOe for the Rh and Pt compounds,
respectively. Note that with decreasing temperature
increases in an almost linear manner down to the lowest
temperature measured for both samples, giving rise to a
change of kOe/K for La Rh Ge
and kOe/K for La Pt Ge . In the WHH ap-
proximation [6], we infer the orbital upper critical field
kOe and the coherence
length nm at K for La Rh Ge . In the
same way, for Pt Ge we obtain kOe and
nm. Taken together, these data provide clear
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Fig. 3. Field dependences of the magnetization in La Rh Ge and La Pt Ge
taken in various temperatures with increasing H . The curves from left to right
were measured at temperatures of 3.5, 3.3, 3.1, 2.9, 2.7, 2.5, 2.3, 2.1, 1.9, and
1.72 K, respectively for (a), and at 2.5, 2.4, 2.3, 2.2, 2.1, 1.9, 1.8, and 1.72 K,
respectively for (b). The insets show the hysteresis loops measured at T =
1:72 K with increasing H over their respective upper critical field and then
decreasing H down to zero.
evidence for type-II superconductivity in La Rh Ge and
La Pt Ge below a zero-field critical temperature
and 2.8 K, respectively.
In summary, two La-based ternary germanides, La Rh Ge
and La Pt Ge , are investigated in the present work. The mea-
surements of temperature dependence of electrical resistivity in
zero field, and magnetic field dependence of magnetization at
1.72 K reveal that La Rh Ge with the orthorhombic structure
is a type-II superconductor with superconducting transition
temperature K, in agreement with the results
previously shown in the literature. Substituting Rh with Pt in
La Rh Ge , we found a new type-II superconductor La Pt Ge
with an undetermined crystal structure different from that found
for La Rh Ge . Its superconducting transition temperature
is determined to be 2.8 K. For both La Rh Ge and La Pt Ge ,
the magnetization in various temperatures and ac susceptibility
in various applied magnetic fields are systemically measured.
Using these data, some relevant parameters, such as coherence
length, penetration depth, Ginzburg-Landau parameter, lower
critical field, upper critical field and thermodynamic critical
field as well as their temperature dependences, are derived. It is
interesting to note that recently a Y-based ternary germanide,
namely Y PdGe crystallized in the hexagonal structure,
was found to be a new type-II superconductor with transition
Fig. 4. In-phase component of the ac susceptibility of La Rh Ge and
La Pt Ge taken in various dc magnetic fields. The curves from left to right
were measured in the dc magnetic fields of 10.0, 9.0, 8.0, 7.0, 6.0, 5.0, 4.0, 3.0,
2.0, 1.0, 0.5, 0.1, 0.01, and 0 kOe, respectively for (a), and in 3.0, 2.5, 2.2, 1.9,
1.6, 1.3, 1.0, 0.8, 0.6, 0.4, 0.2, 0.1, 0.05, and 0 kOe, respectively for (b).
Fig. 5. Temperature dependences of lower critical field H (a), and upper
critical field H (b) of La Rh Ge and La Pt Ge .
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temperature K [7]. The results of band calculations
[7], [8] reveal that the Y- density of states dominates the
Fermi level, and thus the superconductivity in this compound is
believed to originate from Y- electrons. In the present cases
of La Rh Ge and La Pt Ge , explanation of their supercon-
ductivity requires the knowledge of density of La- , Rh-
(Pt- ) and Ge- states. Hence band structure calculations
are necessary, it is possible for the known-structure-compound
La Rh Ge .
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